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architectural tradition of unicast, IP Multicast adopted a simple, best-effort, anonymous, broadcast-like service, often
compared to a radio dial-tone: anyone may tune in and anyone may transmit. Thus, similar to unicast, IP Multicast provides a general service on top of which richer services can be
built.
Despite the vigorous promotion of multicast by both the
research and industry communities, the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and the users have not yet embraced the service. Many reasons have been cited [38], [39], which include
difficulties with inter-domain routing, peering relationships,
address allocation, limited address space, security, billing,
and the lack of a general scalable and reliable transport service analogous to TCP.
This paper addresses the last issue. We present Lightweight Multicast Services (LMS), an extension to IP Multicast, on top of which a general and scalable reliable multicast
transport service can be constructed. LMS extends IP Multicast with a set of simple and lightweight services that
enhance router forwarding to enable highly scalable, network assisted solutions to reliable multicast. LMS cleanly
separates the transport and forwarding components of error
control, keeps the former at the endpoints thus avoiding layer
violations, and pushes the latter to the routers where it can be
implemented most efficiently.
Unicast error control mechanisms are not suitable for
large-scale multicast due to the many-to-many nature of IP
Multicast. Losses in multicast typically affect part of the
multicast tree and attempting to recover localized loss leads
to the following problems:
• Implosion: occurs when the loss of a packet triggers
redundant messages (requests and/or retransmissions). In
large multicast groups, such messages may swamp the
group and the network.
• Exposure: occurs when recovery-related messages reach
receivers that have not experienced loss. Exposure wastes
both network and end-system resources.
• Recovery latency: defined as the latency experienced by
a member from the instant a loss is detected until a reply
is received. Recovery latency impacts buffering requirements and application utility.
• Adaptability: frequent changes in group membership and
network conditions impact the efficiency of error recovery (in terms of loss of service, redundant messages, additional processing and/or latency), particularly when
tenuous assumptions are made about receiver population
and/or topology.

Abstract -- Building on the success of unicast IP, IP Multicast adopted a simple, open, best-effort delivery model with
many-to-many semantics. Despite several years of effort, a
general, scalable and reliable end-to-end transport protocol
analogous to TCP has proven elusive. Proposed solutions
are either inflexible, or incur high control overhead.
We present Light-weight Multicast Services (LMS), which
enhance the IP Multicast model with simple forwarding services to facilitate scalable and efficient (compared to pure
end-to-end) solutions to problems such as reliable multicast.
In LMS, routers tag and steer control packets to pre-selected
endpoints and perform fine-grain multicast to guide
responses to a subset of the group without transport-level
processing.
LMS divides error control into transport and forwarding
components, which allows the former to remain at the endpoints while the latter is pushed to the routers, where it can
be implemented very efficiently. The division is clean, resulting in significant gains in performance and scalability, while
reducing application complexity. LMS reaches beyond reliable multicast to applications such as scalable collect, anycast, and in general, any application that can benefit from a
hierarchy congruent with the underlying topology.

1. Introduction
At the core of the Internet architecture lies the simplicity
and elegance of IP and its design principles [11]. Internet
architects realized early on that by foregoing the wire-like
robustness of traditional communications networks (such as
the telephone network) and pushing the intelligence to the
edges, a network can be built on a much simpler, cheaper and
highly scalable infrastructure.
The resulting best-effort service model has proven highly
flexible. However, the interaction of store-and-forward
packet forwarding, finite buffers and bursty sources occasionally leads to congestion and loss. Applications requiring
better than best-effort reliability must counteract loss with
error control, the component of a communication protocol
responsible for reliability [1], [2].
IP Multicast [5] debuted in the late 1980s and was hailed
as a natural extension of the unicast model. Multicast is a
powerful service because it allows a single source to reach a
virtually unlimited number of receivers in a very efficient
and scalable manner. Multicast is well-suited for applications such as streaming media, distance learning, Internet
radio and television, distributed interactive simulation, file
transfer, software updates and much more. Continuing the
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current multicast model. Finally, we show how LMS
addresses this problem.
In Figure 1 we observe a subset of receivers that have just

Current end-to-end solutions solve some, but not all, of
the above problems. SRM [3] solves implosion, but at the
expense of increased latency and exposure. RMTP [4] solves
implosion, exposure and latency, but at the expense of adaptability. TMTP [13] adapts to dynamic group membership
and network conditions, but uses complex heuristics.
Briefly, LMS works as follows: as receivers join a multicast tree, they are organized by the routers in a hierarchy with
each router dynamically selecting a parent. Upon detecting
loss, all requests from children are steered towards the parent, while the request from the parent is forwarded upstream,
ensuring that only one request escapes each subtree. Before
funneling requests to the parent, a router inserts the address
of both the incoming and outgoing interfaces in passing
requests. We call such a router the turning point of the
request, which identifies the root of the subtree that originated the request. The process ensures that a request will find
a receiver that has the requested data, or reach the sender. In
either case, a retransmission is unicast to the turning point
router, which in turn multicasts it to the affected subtree.
Note how LMS addresses all the previous problems:
implosion and exposure are addressed by constructing a hierarchy, which localizes recovery between parents and children. The hierarchy adapts quickly to both group
membership and routing changes since routers ensure that it
always tracks the multicast routing tree. Recovery latency is
minimized because with LMS the endpoints closest to the
loss are involved and recovery messages are sent immediately. Finally, the router-maintained hierarchy eliminates all
topology-related state from the receivers, such as timers, hop
counts, parent/child relations, etc., and most associated signalling overhead.
This paper1 is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the basic operation of LMS. Section 3 presents
additional protocol details. Section 4 presents simulation
results, including comparison between LMS and two other
related prominent schemes, namely SRM [3] and PGM [16].
Section 5 presents measurements of our LMS implementation in the kernel of NetBSD Unix. Section 6 discusses
related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1: An idealized recovery scenario

experienced loss after a packet was dropped on link L.
Assuming a nearby receiver has the data and is willing to
retransmit, we call this receiver a replier and the one sending
a request a requestor. Recovery is initiated by the requestor
sending a NACK directly to the replier, followed by a multicast by the replier at link L. Recovery latency is minimized
if the requestor and the replier are closest to the loss. We refer
to this recovery process as near-best2 because it eliminates
implosion and exposure and minimizes recovery latency.
This scenario cannot be realized with the current multicast model due to the lack of support to build such a hierarchy, find the closest receivers above and below a loss and
target replies to a particular subtree.

2.1 The LMS Concept

1.An expanded version of this work can be found in Papa-

A router-based hierarchical solution, that is one where
routers temporarily buffer data and send retransmissions in
response to NACKs, is architecturally incompatible with IP
because it requires transport level processing at routers; yet,
it is attractive because it is conceptually simple and elegant.
LMS reconciles this incompatibility by making the following key observation: a router-based solution is desirable not
because it harnesses the router’s processing power, but
because it exploits the router’s location. A natural question
then is, would it be possible to move transport-level processing away from the routers (thus breaking the architectural
incompatibility) while maintaining the location advantage?
The answer is yes. LMS achieves this goal by first decomposing error recovery into a transport and forwarding component and then moving the transport component from the
router to a surrogate, leaving behind at the routers a set of
forwarding services to steer packets between the router and

dopoulos [41]. An earlier version of this work was published
in Papadopoulos [9].

2.A best scheme would use routers for recovery.

2. LMS: Light-weight Multicast Services
LMS is a small set of forwarding services, which enhance
IP multicast to allow routers to automatically build an application-driven hierarchy and exchange packets between the
different levels of the hierarchy. In this section we first discuss why a hierarchy enables very efficient multicast error
recovery. Then, we describe why this is difficult under the
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the surrogate. By assigning surrogate responsibilities to endpoints LMS pushes transport level recovery operations to the
endpoints, thus avoiding layer violations. The cost is slightly
increased latency compared to a router-based approach. The
conceptual transformation from the router hierarchy to the
surrogate model is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3: A possible replier allocation in LMS
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sible router-replier allocation. The links leading to a replier
are in bold. It is important to note that similar to data forwarding, a router only needs to know the next hop to the
replier, not the actual replier address. For example, router R2
selects R4 as the next hop knowing that it leads to some
replier. This has some important advantages:
• Replier changes are localized. For example, if R4 decides
to switch to replier E4 (because E5 either left the group or
crashed), R2 does not need to change its replier information.
• Receivers do not have to be notified when selected as
repliers. A receiver knows it has been selected if it
receives a request. A receiver, however, is not guaranteed
to remain a replier for future requests.
• The replier state at the router is small, consisting of an
identifier for the replier link.
Next we address the replier selection criteria when a
router has more than one potential replier link.

Surrogate hierarchy
messages diverted to surrogate

Figure 2: The LMS Concept

The functionality of the surrogate in LMS is similar to
that of a replier, as used in other schemes, therefore in the
remaining sections we use the term replier instead of surrogate for consistency.

2.2 LMS Core Concepts
Migrating the processing from routers to repliers requires
answers to the following questions:
• How does a router select a replier?
• How does a router capture and redirect messages to its
replier?
• How do repliers find their routers?
• How does the router accurately target messages from
repliers to the affected receivers?
We address each of these questions in turn, but first a few
clarifications in terminology. A replier is a group member
selected by a router to receive requests. Many routers may
select the same replier, but each router selects only one
replier. A requestor is any group member that sends a
request.

2.4 Replier Selection Criteria
While it is possible to choose repliers at random, there are
many reasons why we would prefer the application to drive
the replier selection. For example, some receivers may be
better suited to act as repliers because they have more
resources or have more reliable links than others.
In LMS receivers express their desire to become repliers
by piggybacking information on the IGMP join and refresh
requests. Along with each join or refresh request, receivers
communicate a cost to the router, which is applicationdefined and is used to drive replier selection. Routers may
select repliers by simply comparing the advertised cost. The
cost semantics are transparent to LMS. For example, groups
wishing to minimize latency may use RTT as the advertised
cost; others may use loss rate, or a combination of several
metrics based on performance and/or policy.

2.3 Selecting a Replier
Each router selects a single replier for each source in a
multicast group. To simplify the description we assume that
receivers are attached directly to routers (we address multiaccess networks later). Each router selects a replier as follows:
• If the router has two or more downstream links it selects
one as the replier link (we will address the issue of which link
shortly).
• If the router has only one downstream link, then that
becomes the replier link by default.
As an optimization, if the source is directly attached to the

2.5 Steering Messages to Repliers
When loss is detected, requestors multicast a request that
contains a new (to be defined) IP option. Requests are handled hop-by-hop by LMS routers. Initially, routers steer
requests toward the source until a replier path is found and
3

then toward the replier. Hop-by-hop forwarding requires
routers to intercept each request, which is accomplished via
the IP Router Alert option [14] included in every request.

2.7 Directed Multicast (DMCAST)
A replier retransmits the data using a new service called
Directed Multicast (DMCAST). This is the final service provided by LMS and its purpose is to enable fine-grain multicast to eliminate exposure.
The operation of a DMCAST is summarized in Figure 5.

2.6 Request Handling at the Routers
Routers allow only one request to escape upstream - the
one coming from the replier link. All other requests are funneled into the replier link. This is accomplished as depicted
in Figure 4 and described below.
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Figure 5: A Directed Multicast (DMCAST)
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To perform a DMCAST a replier first creates a multicast
packet containing the requested data. The source address is
set to the original source and the destination address to the
group. An IP option is added to the packet, containing the
turning point information, which is obtained from the
request. The replier then encapsulates the multicast packet in
a unicast packet and sends it to the turning point router,
whose address is again obtained from the request. When the
turning point router receives the packet, it decapsulates the
multicast packet, strips the IP option and multicasts it on the
specified interface. From there the packet travels as if it had
originated from the source.

Figure 4: Request handling at a router

A request may arrive at a router from one of three possible
directions:
1. From a non-replier link: when a request arrives in
such a manner the router becomes the turning point of
the request. The turning point router turns requests
around (recall that the request was traveling upstream
until this point) and forwards them out the replier link.
Before forwarding each request, and if the turning point
field is empty, the router adds the following information
to the packet: (a) an identifier (e.g., the IP address) of
the interface the request arrived on, and (b) the IP
address of the replier interface. We will see shortly how
the turning point information is used. Note that the turning point globally identifies the root of the subtree
where the request was generated from.

2.8 LMS Summary
LMS enhances IP multicast with three important services:
(a) replier selection, (b) steering requests to repliers and
establishing turning points, and (c) directed multicast. These
services enable receivers to construct an efficient recovery
mechanism as depicted in Figure 6 and summarized below.

2. From the replier link: when a request arrives from the
replier link the router forwards it to the upstream link.
The packet is not modified.

(a) Request

3. From the upstream link: when a request arrives from
the upstream link the router forwards it to replier link.
The packet is not modified.

(b) Reply
R1

R1
loss
R2

It is important to note the following: the maximum number of requests diverted to the replier is bounded by the number of downstream links at the turning point. The replier that
has the data and will service the request receives at most one
request. If a replier receives a request but does not have the
data, the replier ignores the request since it must have sent a
similar request of its own.
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Figure 6: LMS Summary
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ure 7. When loss occurs on a replier path, a request from
replier 1 reaches replier 2, which in turn sends a directed
multicast to R2. The reply is multicast on the downstream
link leading to R1, causing exposure on the branch towards
R3.
One way to minimize this problem is to use the cost field
to select a replier that advertises the least loss. For example,
R1 will select a replier from the right-hand-side if this branch
experiences less loss, even though the replier on the lefthand-side may be closer. Another way to address this problem is to break DMCAST into two steps as shown in Figure

Sending a request:
Assume a loss occurs between R1 and R2 and endpoints
E1 through E7 detect it. The following events take place:
• E7 sends a request, which R2 forwards to R1 because E7
lies on R2’s replier link.
• E1 sends a request which is forwarded by R3 to E2. Similarly, requests from E3 and E5 are forwarded to E4 and
E6 by R4 and R5, respectively.
• The request from E2 is forwarded to R2, because E2 is on
R3’s replier link. Similarly, the requests from E4 and E6
are also forwarded to R2.
• R2 forwards requests from E2, E4 and E6, to E7, which
ignores the requests since it does not have the data (but
has requested it).
• The request from E7 reaches R1, which forwards it
towards E8, which has the requested data.

Src

Src

(1) request
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R

Sending a Reply:
Once E8 receives the request and determines that it has
the requested data, it prepares and sends a reply as follows:
• E8 creates a multicast message containing the reply. E8
encapsulates the message in a unicast message and sends
it to R1 (the request’s turning point).
• R1 decapsulates the multicast message and multicasts it
to the link leading to R2.
• All receivers downstream R2 receive the message.
Note that LMS routers maintain no state other than the
replier link identifier and cost, which is independent of the
number of receivers. Routers need not maintain any state
about passing requests. Thus, LMS requires no per-packet
state at the routers. Also, since LMS packets are forwarded
using the same <S, G> state as regular packets, routers need
not maintain <S, G> state for many senders in single-sender
groups, like application-level recovery schemes.
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Figure 8: Two-step recovery eliminates exposure (not used in our
simulations)

8. With this approach the request specifies that the reply
should be unicast to the requestor, rather than the turning
point. If the requestor receives other requests, either while
waiting for the reply or soon after, the requestor knows that
this is a loss that affected more receivers and performs a
DMCAST to the remaining receivers. The requestor may
choose to respond to each request with a separate DMCAST
or initiate a single DMACAST to all downstream links at the
turning point.

2.9 Problem: Exposure
Since only one replier will respond to a given loss, LMS
will never generate duplicate replies for the same loss. It is
possible, however, that a loss on a replier link may expose
other receivers to duplicates. This scenario is shown in Fig-

3. Protocol Details
In this section we delve into some important protocol
details that were not covered in the previous section.

3.1 Late Requests
R2
(3) replier 2
sends reply

(4) reply
multicast here

R1
R3

(2) replier 1
sends request

If a request arrives at a replier after the reply was sent, it
leads to the following ambiguity: is this a late request or a
new request because the previous reply was lost?
To overcome this ambiguity requestors number their
requests. A replier can identify and safely ignore the first
such request following a reply - obviously the two have
crossed each other. To completely eliminate the ambiguity
repliers may refrain from serving late requests until they
receive a second request (triggered by a timeout). Another
option is to introduce an “ignore” period at the repliers.

(5) duplicates

(1) loss

Figure 7: Exposure in LMS
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3.2 Shared Trees

3.6 Proxy Directed Multicast

LMS works well with source based trees, such as those
created by DVMRP. LMS also works with unidirectional
shared trees, such as those constructed by PIM-SM, the dominant routing protocol today, as follows. Requests from repliers are directed towards the core. If a request reaches the core
it is unicast to the source. The source in turn sends a directed
multicast to the core. LMS in its current state does not work
with bidirectional shared trees without additional per source
information. Note, however, that in applications that require
source filtering such information may be readily available.

Once a request passes the turning point it contains enough
information to uniquely identify the loss subtree. Thus, if a
replier cannot service a request (e.g., if the data was purged)
the replier may forward it upstream but preserve the original
turning point information. This enables a directed multicast
to reach the original subtree regardless of where it originates.
Thus, routers must first ensure that the turning point field is
empty before overwriting it.

3.7 Other Applications
LMS may be used for any application that requires a hierarchy congruent with the underlying topology. One such
application is a scalable collect service where repliers aggregate information before forwarding upstream. The fine-grain
multicast provided by the DMCAST service may be used to
target specific parts of the multicast tree, for example to
announce the presence of a server in a region. LMS may
implement anycast [15] as follows: servers use LMS to register as repliers; clients send LMS requests, which are
directed to the nearest server. Routers advertise repliers
(servers) on all links rather than just the upstream link. This
technique bears some similarities to Levine [8].

3.3 Replier failure
Routers use soft replier state, thus failed repliers are
detected when the replier state expires. For speedier recovery, requestors may notify the turning point router after N
failed requests to the current replier (where N is applicationdefined). Router notification requires a special flag in the
request. The router (perhaps after pinging the current replier)
has the option of either switching repliers immediately if a
back-up is available, or soliciting a new replier. During the
latter, requests may be temporarily directed upstream.

3.4 Selecting Repliers in Multi-Access LANs
For simplicity the previous sections assumed one receiver
at each router link. In LANs, receivers use some election
mechanism to elect a replier. Local receivers are responsible
for monitoring the replier and triggering a new election when
the replier departs or fails. The details of a possible election
mechanisms as well as other issues that arise in multi-access
LANs are covered in Papadopoulos [41].

4. Simulation Results
We evaluated the performance of LMS using simulation
and compared it with two other reliable multicast schemes,
namely SRM [3] and PGM [16]. SRM is a pure application
layer scheme, and thus a performance comparison is interesting to help quantify gains, if any, of router assistance.
We implemented LMS and PGM in the UCB/LBNL/
VINT network simulator ns [17]. SRM is already implemented in ns. Most of the test topologies were generated by
GT-ITM [18]. Similar to the evaluation of SRM, we used
artificial packet drops and measured the overhead of recovery in each scheme after a loss occurred. We modeled drops
of original packets only, not retransmissions. We ran numerous simulations with a wide range of topologies and scenarios, using identical scenarios for all three schemes. We only
simulated a single source sending data to many receivers. We
do not expect our results to change with multiple sources.

3.5 Routers with a Large Fan-out
In routers with a large fan-out a replier may receive a large
number of requests. To avoid this problem, the router may
hierarchically partition its links in multiple sets as shown
Figure 9. In this example, requests from set D go to replier d,

ROUTER
replier b

replier a
A

B

replier c

C
replier d

C

D

A
B
D

4.1 Evaluation Metrics
While several studies have attempted to characterize loss
in the Internet [12], [19], their results have not been conclusive. Thus, to avoid making our own (most likely flawed)
assumptions about loss in multicast networks we limit our
study to just two performance metrics: latency and exposure.
A similar set of metrics was used to evaluate SRM.
We defined the following metrics: (a) normalized recovery latency (for all schemes), (b) exposure (for LMS), (c)
requests/repairs per drop (for SRM), and (d) repeated

Figure 9: Dealing with routers with large fan-out

requests from replier d go to replier c, requests from replier
c go to replier b and requests from replier a are forwarded
upstream.
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ogy we ran ten simulations, each with a different receiver
allocation (generated by randomly seeding the random number generator). Thus, each plot is the result of 100 simulation
runs. For random topologies the receiver placement was random on all internal nodes; for transit-stub topologies receiver
placement was also random, but only on stub nodes.
Similar to the study of SRM, our simulation runs used a
single packet loss. Loss location has significant impact on
performance, thus we chose to investigate the following
three cases:
• Loss at the source: a packet is lost near the source such
that all receivers miss it. This case tests the scheme’s ability to control NACK implosion.
• Loss at a receiver: a packet is lost such that it affects only
a single receiver. This case tests the scheme’s ability to
control exposure.
• Loss at a link: in this scenario, loss is moved from link to
link during a single simulation run, until all links are covered. This is roughly equivalent to random loss where all
links have equal loss probability.
While we certainly do not claim that these cases represent
real loss characteristics of future multicast networks, we
believe that they provide sufficient information to gain a
basic understanding of the behavior of all three error control
schemes. As we learn more about the loss characteristics of
multicast networks, updated loss models can be plugged into
our simulations to obtain better results.

retransmissions per drop (for PGM). The definitions of these
metrics are shown in Figure 10.

Recovery Latency

Normalized Latency:
(LMS, SRM, PGM)

RTT to Source

Total Duplicates
Exposure:
(LMS)

Number of receivers
Total Drops

Requests/Repairs:
(SRM)

Repeated Retransmissions:
(PGM)

Total Req/Repairs
Total Drops

Total Retransmissions
Total Drops

Figure 10: Evaluation metrics

Normalized recovery latency is defined as the latency a
receiver experiences from the moment it detects a loss until
the loss is recovered, divided by the receiver’s round-trip
time to the sender. Exposure applies to LMS and is defined
as the average number of duplicate messages received by a
receiver as a result of loss at some part of the multicast tree
(which may or may not have affected the receiver). Exposure
attempts to capture the degree of success of local recovery in
LMS. It does not apply to PGM because PGM has very precise local recovery. For SRM we used the same metrics
employed by the SRM designers. Repeated retransmissions
apply to PGM and may occur due to retransmissions triggered by nearby receivers erasing router state before all links
are grafted into the retransmission tree (see section 4.8).
We used three types of topologies in our simulations:
binary trees, random topologies, and transit-stub (TS) topologies. Random and TS topologies were generated with the
Georgia Tech Internet Topology Models (GT-ITM). While
binary trees are a topology unlikely to be encountered frequently or at a large scale in the Internet, they represent a
regular, easy to visualize topology. Binary trees are a difficult case for both randomized and hierarchical protocols:
randomized protocols have difficulty selecting appropriate
timer back-off values when the distance of all receivers from
the source is approximately the same; hierarchical protocols
have difficulties selecting appropriate helpers when all
receivers are equally good (or bad) candidates.

4.3 LMS Experiments: Static v.s. Dynamic Repliers
The repliers in LMS experiments were static, selected at
the beginning of the simulation to minimize latency. Despite
the potentially severe performance limitations static repliers
may entail, we opted for static repliers for two reasons: (a)
without knowledge of the loss characteristics of the network,
it is hard to devise an efficient replier adaptation scheme, and
(b) we wanted to explore the performance of LMS with simple replier allocation. With static repliers, the results presented for LMS are certainly not the best LMS can achieve.
This is especially true for exposure, where the replier selection plays the most important role.

4.4 Binary Trees
The first experiment uses binary trees with loss at the
source. The results are shown in Figure 11. We plot the average, minimum and maximum recovery latency. We do not
plot error bars because the results with binary trees are deterministic. The x-axis lists the five different topologies used in
the experiment and the y-axis the normalized recovery
latency. We observe that since all receivers have the same
RTT to the source, the recovery latency is close to one. The
minor deviations are caused by a slight queueing time due to
synchronized requests. Note that the recovery latency does
not change much as the tree height is increased.

4.2 Simulation Parameters
For binary trees we simulated trees of height ranging from
three to seven (8 to 128 receivers). For random and transitstub simulations we used topologies containing up to 200
nodes (100 internal nodes and 100 receivers). We generated
ten random and ten transit-stub topologies each containing
100 nodes. We ran simulations with 5, 20 and 100 receivers,
randomly distributed over the internal nodes. For each topol7
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The random topologies in our experiments were generated with GT-ITM. Edges were created uniformly with probability 0.1. Topologies consist of 100 routers with 100
randomly assigned receivers and a source, for a total of 201
nodes.
The first experiment measures recovery latency. The topleft graph in Figure 12 shows results with loss at the source.
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In summary, even though binary trees are a difficult topology for LMS due to lack of internal helpers, LMS appears to
perform quite well. It recovers losses in about one RTT, and
keeps exposure very low.
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Figure 11: LMS with binary trees

In the next experiment we simulate loss at the receivers.
Here we observe that the average recovery latency decreases
as the tree height increases, so for larger trees recovery gets
faster. The maximum latency increases because loss at some
receivers causes a NACK to propagate towards the source
only to be turned around and delivered to another receiver
instead. This causes a loss to be recovered from a receiver
that happens to be further away from the source, thus stretching the recovery latency beyond one. Note, however, that in
binary trees the normalized recovery latency can never
exceed two. The reason is as follows: the maximum distance
(in number of hops) between any two receivers is given by
the expression: d = 2 ⋅ ( h – 1 ) . As the tree height increases,
the maximum normalized latency becomes:

⋅ (h – 1) = 2
lim 2----------------------h
h→∞
Figure 12: LMS with random topologies

In the third recovery latency experiment, the loss is
moved around from link to link until all links are visited. As
the tree height increases we observe that the average recovery latency remains unaffected and close to one. The maximum latency increases as described earlier. The minimum
latency decreases because as the tree gets taller the ratio of
the distance to a neighbor to the distance to the source
decreases.
In the last experiment with binary topologies we measure
the exposure as the tree height increases. Recall that in these
experiments repliers are kept static. We measured exposure
for all loss cases, namely source, receivers and links. Note
that the exposure when loss is at the source is zero because
all receivers need the retransmission. For the remaining

The term R100-100 denotes “random graph with 100 routers
and 100 receivers.” From the figure we see that on the average recovery takes about 30-40% of the unicast RTT, which
is significantly better than with binary trees. The reason is
that in random topologies there are many helpers in the internal routers. The maximum latency is again around 1, experienced by receivers that are close to the source.
Next we measure recovery latency with loss at the receivers. Here we observe that the average latency increases
slightly to about 50%. The reason can be deduced by looking
at maximum latency, which has increased to about 1.25. The
increase is due to LMS selecting repliers that are located at
distances greater than the source, a situation also seen with
8

binary trees. With loss at all links, the results do not change
significantly. The average latency increases slightly to about
60% and minimum and maximum latencies are virtually
unchanged.
The next set of experiments show exposure levels to be
very low, under 2% in most cases, and well below 3% in all
cases. For loss at the source there is no exposure. The highest
exposure occurs, as expected, when loss is at the receivers
because a loss at a receiver acting as a replier may cause
duplicates at other receivers. When loss is equally distributed
between all links exposure remains very low, under 1%. As
with latency, exposure is much lower with random graphs
than with binary trees, confirming our previous claim that
binary trees are a difficult topology for LMS.
Sensitivity: Sparse Groups
In this experiment we test the performance of LMS with
sparse groups. We used the same topologies as in the previous experiments altering only the number of receivers. The
results are shown in Figure 12. We plot simulation results
with 5, 20 and 100 receivers. Loss is at all links and we measure average latency only. From the results we notice that the
recovery latency is inversely proportional to the number of
receivers, which is good news. The reason performance
improves is that more helpers are available to initiate and
send retransmissions, which improves latency; more helpers
also means that there is a better chance of finding a helper
better located to serve retransmissions without causing exposure. Performance improvements with larger groups are also
seen with SRM and PGM.

Figure 13: LMS transit-stub topologies

exposure. While exposure remains low with loss near the
receivers (on stub-stub links), it increases significantly with
loss at the higher levels (transit-transit and transit-stub),
reaching peaks of 15-20%. While this is not alarmingly high,
it seems to be highly dependent on topology and receiver
allocation. For example topologies 0, 4, 7 and 9 have very
low exposure whereas topologies 5, 6, and 8 have somewhat
higher exposure.

4.6 Transit-Stub Topologies
In this section, we examine the performance of LMS with
transit-stub topologies, which are a better approximation of
the hierarchical structure of the Internet.
As with random topologies, we generated 10 topologies
with 100 nodes each. The parameters fed to GT-ITM to generate the topologies are as follows: 1 top-level domain (the
transit domain) with 4 transit nodes; each transit node had 3
transit-stub nodes; and each transit-stub node had 8 stub
nodes. This brings the total number of nodes to
1 × 4 × ( 1 + 3 × 8 ) = 100 nodes. As with random topologies we assigned 100 receiver uniformly, but in this case the
receivers were assigned to stub nodes only. Unlike random
topologies rather than simulating loss at the source and
receivers, we simulate loss at the different types of links.
Thus, in addition to loss at all links, we studied loss at transittransit, transit-stub, and stub-stub links.
The results are shown in Figure 13. While latency remains
at about 50% on the average when all links are lossy, latency
increases slightly for loss at higher levels (transit-transit
links) and less so at middle levels (transit-stub links). The
difference is small and in general the results are on par with
random topologies. The situation, however, is different with

4.7 SRM Experiments
SRM employs two clever global mechanisms to limit the
number of recovery messages, namely duplicate suppression and back-off timers. In SRM, recovery messages
(requests and replies) are multicast to the entire group;
receivers listen for recovery messages from other receivers
before sending their own, and suppress their recovery messages if they would duplicate one already sent. The intended
goal is to allow the multicast of only one or a few recovery
messages. In order to increase the effectiveness of the suppression mechanism, especially in densely packed groups,
the round-trip-time between receivers is artificially enlarged
(for recovery messages only) with the addition of back-off
delay. To improve performance, the added delay consists of
a fixed and a random component, calculated separately at
each receiver. The fixed component is based on the distance
from the receiver to each sender, and the random component
is based on the density of the receivers in the neighborhood.
However, these components have to be re-calculated when
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arise due to a particular topology. In addition, SRM appears
to also be insensitive to loss location.
Looking at generated requests, the linear component in
the back-off timers works well and keeps the number of
requests low. The results, however, are significantly worse
for replies where SRM may generate 4 -5 replies for each
loss. For replies the linear component is less effective since
the inter-receiver RTT is smaller in general than each
receiver’s RTT to the source.

group membership, topology, or network conditions change,
meaning that SRM needs time to adapt.
SRM has already been extensively studied via simulation
and results have been reported elsewhere [3]. Our goal here
is not to repeat or extend already published results, but to
compare SRM on the same topologies used for LMS. However, we were not completely successful in achieving that
goal. While we used the same topologies, we could not run
SRM simulations with more than 20 receivers in the 100node topologies. Attempting to use more receivers resulted
in extremely long simulation runs and very high memory
consumption. The reason SRM simulations are slow is that
the SRM implementation in ns is done mostly in Tcl.
Our results are consistent with results presented previously. In the following sections we present results from simulating SRM in random topologies only. The random
topologies are the same used with LMS, but with 20 receivers. We report results for normalized latency and the number
of requests and replies generated for each lost packet.

4.8 PGM Experiments
PGM [16] is a reliable multicast protocol marketed by
the router company Cisco. PGM is a network-assisted
scheme, that requires per-lost-packet state at the routers. In
PGM, NAKs create state at the routers to avoid sending
duplicate NAKs upstream and to guide retransmissions to
receivers that requested them. In PGM, all retransmissions
originate from the source. Provision is made for suitable
receivers to act as Designated Local Retransmitters (DLRs).
In PGM NAKs are propagated reliably hop-by-hop and
only one NAK reaches the sender. In addition, state left
behind at the routers ensures that a receiver will not get a
retransmission unless it has sent a NAK. There are cases,
however, where a single retransmission by the sender will
reach all receivers that have requested it and PGM may have
to send the same retransmission multiple times. This happens when a nearby receiver sends a NAK and triggers a
retransmission before NAKs from distant receivers establish
NAK state in downstream routers. Since NAK state is
wiped out by retransmissions, a NAK arriving at a router
after a retransmission has passed will re-establish NAK
state back to the source. This is called the repeated retransmissions problem. We examine the impact of this problem
in our simulations. The PGM specification proposes that the
sender waits for an interval up to the maximum RTT of any
member in the group before sending a retransmission to
avoid this problem.
The topologies and parameters used for the PGM experiments are the same as with LMS and SRM. Our PGM simulation did not include all the features described in the PGM
specification. However, we believe our simulation includes
enough functionality to capture the basic operation of PGM.
Figure 15 shows the PGM results. With loss at the source,
average recovery takes about 80% of the unicast latency.
This experiment did not produce results similar to LMS due
to repeated retransmissions, which delayed recovery a bit.
With loss near the receivers the recovery latency is very
close to 1, as expected. Note that with PGM, recovery
latency does not increase much beyond 1 because a retransmission always comes from the source. With loss at all links,
recovery latency in PGM increases slightly to about 90% of
unicast latency.

Figure 14: SRM with random topologies

Figure 14 shows the recovery latency for loss at the
source, receivers and links. We note that on the average,
SRM recovers from a loss in about 2 RTTs, or twice the unicast latency, with the maximum value being around 4 and the
minimum around 1. We also note that the recovery latency is
relatively uniform over all topologies. We believe the reason
is that the back-off timers absorb any differences that may
10

Table 1: Performance summary
Scheme

Latency

Exposure

Repeated RTX

LMS

30 - 60%

0.5%

none

SRM

>200%

4-6 per loss

none

PGM

80 - 100%

none

<10-13 per loss

that network assistance frees the protocol from maintaining
topology-related information, which is hard to estimate.
Comparing LMS and PGM, we note that LMS is much
simpler to implement at the routers, yet its performance is on
par with PGM. LMS has lower recovery latency because it
enlists help from all receivers, at the expense of slightly
higher exposure. PGM requires per-lost-packet state at the
routers which may be significant for large backbone routers.

5. LMS Processing Overhead
We implemented LMS in the IP networking stack of NetBSD and evaluated the processing overhead using the testbed shown in Figure 17. We measured the forwarding overhead at the LMS router, but did not measure the additional
processing at the hosts because our changes there were minimal. Measurements were done on 300MHz Pentium II
machines and a 155 Mbps ATM network. The multicast
sender is on the host marked SRC and hosts H1 and H2 are
receivers. Host H1 (shaded) is the replier. The measurements
were taken using the processor cycle counter register in the
Pentium processor. We measured the processing at the entire
IP layer, from the moment a packet was received at IP until
the packet was passed to the network interface.
First, we ran two baseline experiments. In the first we sent
about 6 million packets from SRC while only H1 was a
member of the multicast group; in the second experiment we
sent the same number of packets from SRC, but with both H1
and H2 being members. We measured the number of cycles
spent at the router to forward packets in both experiments.
These numbers provided us with a baseline estimate of how
many cycles it takes to forward a regular multicast packets.
The results are shown in the first two columns of Table 2.
Next we measured the processing overhead of LMS with
two experiments, one measuring the processing overhead to
forward a request, and another the overhead for a DMCAST.
In the first experiment, host H2 sent about 6 million requests
to the replier, which the router received and forwarded to H1.
In the second experiment, host H1 sent about 6 million
DMCASTs which were multicast on the interface leading to

Figure 15: PGM with random topologies

Figure 16: PGM repeated retransmissions

We ran experiments to estimate the number of repeated
retransmissions when loss occurs near the source, which is
the worst case scenario. Our results are shown in Figure 16,
and show that the number of repeated retransmissions can
reach 9 -13 per lost packet when there is no wait interval at
the source, which suggests that the use of such interval will
be required.

4.9 Discussion
The performance results of all three protocols are summarized in Table 1. In general, it appears that network support
offers an advantage for LMS and PGM, both of which show
improvements over SRM. Improvements are apparent in
both recovery latency and exposure. An additional benefit is
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6. Related Work

H2. The results of these experiments are shown in the right
two columns of Table 2.

Given the richness of multicast applications, a general
transport service has proven difficult to design. Recognizing
these issues, the research community has focused towards
developing and standardizing a set of multicast building
blocks [40] intended to be combined into customized services. In this section we first summarize recent activity on
alternate multicast service models and then summarize the
large body of work on reliable multicast, including end-toend and network assisted schemes.

Table 2: Normal vs. LMS Forwarding Cost
IP mcast
1 receiver

IP mcast
2 receivers

LMS request LMS dmcast

3702 cycles

6686 cycles

3979 cycles

3734 cycles

12.3 µs

22.3 µs

13.3 µs

12.4 µs

The results show the average number of microseconds
taken to process each packet, which we obtained simply by
dividing the number of cycles with the processor speed. A
more detailed view of the results is shown in Figure 17.

Alternate Multicast Service Models
EXPRESS [36] proposes a service model where only one
source is allowed to transmit and requires receivers to explicitly join. This solves the rendezvous problem but trades anonymity for access control and billing. EXPRESS is geared
towards highly populated one-to-many channels like Internet
TV. Simple Multicast [37] solves the rendezvous problem by
including the address of the core in the address of the group.
Unlike EXPRESS, SM creates bidirectional shared trees.
Both approaches solve the address scarcity problem by
allowing 24 bits of multicast addressing per router. Changes
to the service model such as Single-Source Multicast (SSM)
[47] have also been proposed, which better align with certain
user needs.

SRC
ATM
replier
ATM
H1

LMS
router

ATM
H2

Experimental Testbed
Regular Multicast v.s. LMS Forwarding
10000

End-to-End Reliable Multicast

fwd to 1 receiver
fwd to 2 receivers
reply forwarding
request forwarding

9000

Early work on reliable multicast has focused on distributed systems and includes ISIS [23] and the V-kernel [24].
Other early work focused on multi-access local area networks [25], [26], [27], [28]. A survey of the early work can
be found in Levine [20].
Pingali, Towsley, and Kurose [10] showed that receiver
reliable multicast is superior to sender-reliable recovery.
RMTP [4] constructs a static hierarchy, where the source
multicasts data to all receivers, but only Designated Receivers (DRs) return acknowledgments. Although not implemented, RMTP was the first protocol to propose the use of
subcast, a service similar to directed multicast.
The Log-Based Receiver-reliable Multicast (LBRM) [7]
uses a primary logging server and a static hierarchy of secondary logging servers which retransmit lost data. The Treebased Multicast Transport Protocol (TMTP) [13] uses a
dynamic hierarchy of domain managers (DMs) using an
expanding ring search. Each endpoint maintains the hop distance to its DM, and each DM maintains the hop distance to
its farthest child. TMTP also uses randomized backoff for
requests. In LGMP [29] receivers dynamically organize
themselves into subgroups and select a Group Controller.
TRAM [31] uses TTL to form the receiver tree and the tree
formation and maintenance algorithm s borrow from
schemes such as TMTP, but with richer tree management.
MFTP [30] transmits data in rounds. After each round,
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Figure 17: Experimental testbed and LMS forwarding cost

As we can see from both the table and the plot, the cost of
forwarding LMS packets is approximately the same as the
cost of forwarding a multicast packet. It appears that the forwarding cost of regular multicast packets increases almost
linearly as the router member interfaces increase. The cost of
LMS packets however, by design remains constant, regardless of how many member interfaces the router has.
The important result of this section is that the cost of forwarding LMS packets is on par with the cost of forwarding a
regular multicast packet. Moreover, the cost remains constant regardless of the router fan-out. This shows that LMS
processing at the routers is not a bottleneck.
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receivers unicast NACKs back to the sender, which collects
all NACKs and transmits all missing packets in the next
round. Kasera presents two schemes for reliable multicast,
one using multiple multicast channels [45] and another
using active services [46].
Forward Error Correction (FEC) is an alternative error
control scheme, which works well in environments with a
high degree of uncorrelated loss. FEC typically increases
the bandwidth required to transmit data. Recent techniques
reduce this overhead and increase the effectiveness of FEC
in multicast [32], [33], [34].

control, such that each can be located where it is most beneficial. This separation is very clean in that it does not violate
any layering principles. This may have far reaching implications in that it provides us with a new vantage point from
where other important, yet difficult multicast problems can
be viewed, such as congestion control, ACK-based reliable
multicast and topology-aware grouping.

Network Assisted Schemes
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7. Conclusions
In this paper we presented LMS, a set of forwarding services that enhance the IP multicast service model to allow
the implementation of highly scalable reliable multicast
applications. We have shown that LMS is simple to implement and its overhead at the routers is comparable to normal
multicast. We have demonstrated through simulation that
LMS significantly improves the performance of multicast
error recovery compared to pure end-to-end schemes such as
SRM. In addition, LMS greatly simplifies the implementation of multicast applications by eliminating the burden of
maintaining topology-related state. LMS can also be used in
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A novel contribution of this work is the decomposition of
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